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Introduction 

CoreDaoVip is the influencer section of Exclusive Trinity ecosystem. In this ecosystem 9NFTMANIA is 

the NFT brand and Premium domain is promoter. CoreDaoVip Token has been  developed on the Satoshi 

Core Chain, aiming to provide users with innovative DeFi (Decentralized Finance) solutions. With a total 

supply of 100,000 tokens and its contract address at 0x3c18c0be00c516d5c08d94a118fb185b99afa601, 

CoreDaoVip seeks to revolutionize the DeFi landscape by leveraging its unique features and partnerships 

with four decentralized exchanges (DEX): Icecream Swap, LFGSwap, ArcherSwap, and Shadow Swap. 

Token Summary 

Name of Token COREDAOVIP 

Ticker COREVIP 

Total supply  100000 

Decimals 18 

Official Website Coredao.vip 

Twitter handle @coredaovip 

Official Email info@9nftmania.com 

 

Vision 

At CoreDaoVip, we envision a decentralized financial ecosystem that empowers users to access a wide 

range of financial services in a transparent, secure, and efficient manner. By harnessing the power of 

blockchain technology and smart contracts, CoreDaoVip aims to foster financial inclusivity, transparency, 

and innovation. 

 



 

Key Features 

1. Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO): CoreDaoVip is token created on Core DAO blockchain 

that is allowing token holders to participate in governance decisions regarding the project's development, 

upgrades, and community initiatives. 

2. Total Supply: CoreDaoVip has a fixed total supply of 100,000 tokens, ensuring scarcity and value 

preservation. 

3. Satoshi Core Chain: Developed on the Satoshi Core Chain, CoreDaoVip benefits from the security, 

scalability, and interoperability of the underlying blockchain infrastructure. 

4. Liquidity Pool: CoreDaoVip's liquidity pool is established across four prominent decentralized 

exchanges: Icecream Swap, LFGSwap, ArcherSwap, and Shadow Swap. This enhances liquidity, 

accessibility, and trading opportunities for CoreDaoVip token holders. 

5. Partnerships: CoreDaoVip has strategically partnered with leading DEX platforms to expand its reach 

and provide users with seamless access to liquidity and trading services. 

6. Influencer: CoreDaoVip is acting as influencer in the Exclusive Trinity that has 9NFTMANIA as world 

famous NFT brand, Premium domain as Promoter. 

 

 



 

Tokenomics 

CoreDaoVip token (Ticker: COREVIP) serves as the native utility and governance token of the 

CoreDaoVip ecosystem. The tokenomics are designed to incentivize participation, reward contributors, and 

align the interests of stakeholders within the ecosystem. Key tokenomics features include: 

- Governance: COREVIP token holders can participate in governance proposals, voting, and decision-

making processes to shape the future of CoreDaoVip. 

- NFT air drop on holding: Users can hold COREVIP tokens to earn NFT as rewards. 

- Rewards: COREVIP tokens may be rewarded to liquidity providers, community contributors, and 

participants in various ecosystem initiatives. 

Token distribution details 

Reserved for Number of Tokens 

Core Dao Liquidity Pool (LP) 10000 

DEX  Liquidity Pool 20000 

USDT Liquidity Pool 10000 

9NFTMANIA Liquidity Pool 10000 

Premium domain Liquidity Pool 10000 

NFT Rewards 5000 

Developer 5000 

Market circulation 30000 
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Roadmap 

CoreDaoVip is committed to delivering a roadmap focused on innovation, adoption, and community 

growth. Key milestones include: 

 

 

 

 

 

Q1 2024

•Launch of CoreDaoVip on the Satoshi Core Chain

•Establishment of liquidity pools of Core, USDT and different Core based 
DEX token such as Icecreamswap,LFGSwap, Archerswap, shadowswap

Q2 2025

•Liquid pooling with 9NFTMANIA and Premium domain

•Initiation of community-driven initiatives

•Promoting CoreDaoVip by social network and research articles

•Distribution of tokens as rewards for holding VIP NFT that are listed on 
official website of https://www.coredao.vip

Q3 2026

•Expansion of ecosystem services

•Ecosystem scalability upgrades

•Expanding the use case of CoreDaoVip

•Buy Back Operations

Q 4 2027

•Continued ecosystem growth with Metaverse

•Stategic growth of Ecosystem

•Adoption initiatives to drive mainstream DeFi adoption

•Buy back operation continued.



Conclusion 

CoreDaoVip is poised to redefine the DeFi landscape by offering a decentralized financial ecosystem that 

prioritizes transparency, security, and community governance. With its fixed total supply, strategic 

partnerships with leading DEX platforms, and commitment to innovation, CoreDaoVip aims to become a 

cornerstone of the decentralized finance ecosystem. 

 

For more information and updates, please visit our official website and join our community channels. 

Twitter: @coredaovip 

Website: https://coredao.vip 

 

https://coredao.vip/

